
Interior Ceramics Tile Studio

Locally Sourced Clay and Handcrafted in London





After a decade of experience in Architecture and Interior 
Design, Piera Rasmussen Mascoli founded Two ½ Dimensions: 
run out of a home studio in South London, the business prides 
itself on providing entirely handmade tiling and ceramics. 
The idea for the studio came after a ceramics residency in a 
Sicilian tile making workshop. Seeing that most tiles are 
machine made and stencilled, she was keen to revive the art 
of hand making tiles, from the moment they are rolled out to 
the final glazing. Preserving craftsmanship is one of the main 
goals of the studio, and by merging her Danish and Italian 
heritage she believes she has found a way of keeping artisan 
professions alive through modern design.

Our Story

Our glazes are non-toxic for the environment and all living 
beings. All of our clay is recycled and rehydrated within the studio 
until used up, and many of our designs use the opposing shape 
within the same tile set to minimise waste. The Ceramics Co-op 
where our tiles are fired run exclusively off renewable energy such 
as wind and solar.

This laborious tradition is dying out with most handmade tiles 
being mass produced and then hand painted: in the studio all tiles 
are hand cut, making each one individually unique. By rejecting the 
idea of the perfectly made, one size fits all design, we aim to 
create accessible craftsmanship. The studio is committed to 
keeping this artisan process alive by infusing it with a modern 
Scandinavian aesthetic. These Two and a Half dimensional tiles, 
that sit between 2D and 3D are the studios original designs and are 
the only designs produced of its kind.

Our tiles can be used in bathrooms and kitchens as splashbacks, 
but they are also beautiful pieces of collectible design that can be 
used as the focal art piece in a living space.



Consultation and Design service

“All products are locally and 
ethically sourced: our clay comes 
from Staffordshire, saving on road 
miles and therefore emissions.”

Piera Rasmussen Mascoli, 
Founder

With a decade of experience in Architecture and Interior 
Design, our studio founder provides a consultation and 
bespoke design service that includes custom to scale 
drawing showing the tiles in situ amongst existing features. 
This helps ensure that all the tiles necessary are made to fit 
your unique space.

This service helps ensure the 
tiles you select perfectly fit 
your desired space. With a 
series of photos and 
measurements, we will create 
a custom layout using the tile 
collection of your choice.

Layout Consultation Bespoke Tile Design

Our design team will help you 
realise your vision for a tile set 
outside of our existing 
collections, creating an 
entirely unique design that is 
custom made for your space.

Custom sizes vary from 9cm x 9cm – 20cm x 20cm (3.5 in x 3.5 in – 7.9 in 
x 7.9 in) per tile. For sizes larger than this please send contact us prior 
to ordering to discuss how we can create tiles that accommodate the 
larger weight.



Choosing your tiles 
Natural Finishes

Glaze Finishes

Smooth White Textured White

Nest Egg 

Bottle Green Verdigris

Highly volatile: glaze results contain 
high amounts of variation.

Medium volatility: has occasional 
azure variation as seen below.

Stable 

Stable 

Blush Linseed

Terracotta Linseed

Blush Satin Blush Enhanced

Terracotta Satin Terracotta Enhanced

Stable Stable 

Sunshine
Stable 

Cobalt Indigo

Highland Green
Medium volatility: irregular colour 
distribution.

Stable 

Our natural tiles require tile 
sealants, and our recommended 
supplier is Go Protect.

We provide tile samples with all 
sealants applied but for final orders 

Satin & Enhanced sealants must be 
purchased as an additional item 
and applied after installation.

We will seal samples and full 
orders with our Boiled Linseed Oil.
These tiles can be topped up with 
bees wax after installation.
The boiled linseed oil will need 



Sizing

Choosing your Tiles

Backing

All of our tiles have textured 
backing that allows for strong 
adherence to surfaces.

Our tiles come in 9×9 cm and 13.5 x 
13.5 cm sizes. You can see the 
comparison between these two 
below.

Our tiles are handmade and 
variations can happen in during 
firing and drying. For this reason we 
recommend leaving allowances for 
breakages, as batches will vary. 
Each clay shrinks differently, 
therefore our sizing can vary by a 
maximum of 5mm depending on 
what clay you choose. Contact us 
for more information about clay 
types and shrinkage.



Installation
Laying

Assembling tiles before laying is highly recommended. This will help ensure that 
your measurements are correct and adjusted according to the variations in size 
and appearance that come with handmade tiles.

Sealant

Tile Sealant is not recommended for our glazed tiles. Almost all of our tiles are 
sealed with a glossy glaze for ease of cleaning, as without this clay tiles will 
absorb dirt and oils. Grout sealant is recommended after installation.

Our tiles sealed with boiled linseed oil, which is an impregnator, will require 
sealing with beeswax after installation, and then topping up the linseed oil and 
wax every three- four years. It is absorbed into the surface of the clay tile and 
forms a water-resistant seal whilst enhancing the dark burnt terracotta 
colouring. The linseed oil also protects the tile from staining during grouting.

We also provide samples of our tiles with sealant from our recommended suppliers, 
GoProtect. These are only available as samples; for full orders you will need to 
purchase sealant additionally and apply after installation.

Grout Width

Our tiles are often laid with minimal grouting to enhance the visual effect. We 
recommend that corners of tiles touch and grouting be left to fill the irregular 
spaces between. Always involve your tiler in these conversations as they may 
have specific techniques they feel comfortable using. Please ensure that you 
consider the 3D nature of the tiles and how that might impact the final 
appearance. Grout sealant is recommended after installation.

We recommend Mapei wide joint grout, as they offer a wide selection of colours. 
Excessive grout must be cleaned off tiles with a wet sponge immediately after 
installation.

Installation

Irregularities across the surface are common, and tiles may not always be 
perfectly flat. However they will always be able to adhere to a surface securely 
when done by a professional who will set them on adhesive in order to give them 
a firm bed.

For this reason we advise you find a tiler who has experience in laying handmade 
tiles and is prepared to make judgements based off the specific characteristics 
of your batch of tiles. We also recommend not setting a date with your tiler until 
your order has arrived and been thoroughly checked after delivery

Your tiler will possibly want to lay the adhesive first, and will need to dab 
adhesive to each corner of the tile whilst applying pressure as handmade tiles 
can often be slightly convex or concave, and this will help ensure a relatively flat 



Care & Maintenance
Use
The tiles are considered for indoor use only as they are not 
freeze-tolerant. Two & A Half Dimension tiles are suitable for 
bathrooms, kitchen and shower room walls when properly installed 
on a suitable substrate using an adhesive appropriate for the 
substrate. They are also not suitable for kitchen counters or 
flooring.

Care

Cleaning handmade tiles is as simple as using non-acidic cleaners 
for all tiles, such as soap and water with a microfibre or cotton 
cloth.

Maintenance

Ceramic tiles are known to “craze” over time, which is the 
appearance of hairline cracks. They will still perform well and this 
is one of the many cherished characteristics of hand made tiles. 
Unglazed tiles will need resealing with their respective sealants 
every 3-4 years.

Waterproofing

All of our glazed tiles are suitable for use in kitchens and 
bathrooms, but must not be exposed to direct or excessive moisture.

Variation

The beauty of our tiles is the fact that they are handmade by 
artisans, this means that each batch has its own personality and 
variation. Tiles may not be perfectly rectilinear but this is one of the 
fantastic qualities about the process. 

Due to the plastic nature of clay, tiles will often have surface 
variation as well as occasional bowing across the base. The bowing 
will always be within acceptable parameters and will not 
compromise the integrity of the tile. For this reason we always 
recommend you hire an experienced tiler with an understanding of 
handmade tiles.

We will always do our best to ensure that glazing and shape stay as 
true to the original by offering photos of multiple batches. As our 
tiles may vary from batch to batch, it is a good idea to ensure you 
have extras for future replacements.

Sizing referred to is variable and not the actual size. Due to the 
handcrafted nature of these tiles, dimensions are approximate.



Cityscapes Collection
High Reflief

Single Tiles

Pair Tiles

Multi-set Tiles

Málaga  Skye  Siquijor

Lisboa   København   Malfa

PEN/01   CAD/01   REY/01  HAN/01

MAL/01  MAL/02  SKY/01           SKY/02  SIQ/01           SIQ/02

LIS/01             LIS/02 

LIS/03             LIS/04 

LIS/05             LIS/06

PLAIN

MLF/01            MLF/02 

MLF/03            MLF/04 

MLF/05            MLF/06

MLF/07            MLF/08

KOB/01            KOB/02 

KOB/03           KOB/04 

KOB/05            KOB/06

Our tiles have been curated in 
collections that compliment each 
other to create a dynamic design, 
however each tile is also available for 

individual purchase.



Penang 

Cadaqués  

PEN/01

CAD/01



Reykjavík  

Hà Nội

REY/01

HAN/01



Reykjavík  Málaga  

Skye  

MAL/01

Only available in W6.7cm x H13.5cm

MAL/02

SKY/01 SKY/02



Siquijor

Lisboa   

LIS/01             LIS/02 

LIS/03             LIS/04 

LIS/05             LIS/06

PLAIN

SIQ/01

SIQ/02



Lisboa   

KOB/01            KOB/02 

KOB/03           KOB/04 

KOB/05            KOB/06

MLF/01            MLF/02 

MLF/03            MLF/04 

MLF/05            MLF/06

MLF/07            MLF/08

København   

Malfa



Plain

PLAIN

>100  £7      per Tile 

<100  £760 per sqm    

9x9cm

13.5x13.5cm

>100  £9      per Tile 

<100  £445 per sqm    



Summer 2021 Collection
High Reflief

Pair Tiles

Multi-set Tiles

Kant  Ruta   

Rio     Amphora

RIO/01          RIO/02          RIO/03

Our tiles have been curated in 
collections that compliment each 
other to create a dynamic design, 
however each tile is also available for 

individual purchase.

KAN/01     KAN/02 RUTA/01          RUTA/02

MADERA/01

AMPH/01              AMPH/02        

AMPH/02              AMPH/04    

Single Set

Madera

ONDA/01

Onda

Ire collection



RUTA/01 RUTA/01

Madera

Ruta

MADERA/01



Kant

Rio

RIO/01 RIO/01 RIO/01

KANT/01 KANT/01



Amphora

AMPH/01 AMPH/02

AMPH/03 AMPH/04

ONDA/01

Onda



Terms & Conditions

Installation 

It is the responsibility of the Customer to find a tiler who has who has 
experience in laying handmade tiles. It is the responsibility of the tiler or 
tradesperson, when tiling a significant area,  to make judgements based 
off the specific characteristics of your batch of tiles. 

Damage caused by inappropriate installation, accident, misuse or 
improper maintenance is not covered by Two & A Half Dimensions products 
warranty.

Variations

A possible variation in shades is considered as a particularity of such 
products. Tiles may exhibit variations from samples and within a shipped 
lot.

We cannot accept returns for items based on variations in colour. 

Tiles are referred to its average size, not its actual size. Due to the 
handcrafted nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may 
be subject to a degree of inaccuracy. We cannot accept returns for items 
that sit within our 5mm size margin.

Defects & Postal Breakage

In the event of a claim by the Buyer which is based on any defect in the 
quality or condition of the Goods, the Seller requires the Buyer to provide 
notification In Writing within 24 hours of delivery, whether or not the 
delivery is refused by the Buyer. 

If delivery is refused and the Buyer fails to notify the Seller according to 
these Terms and Conditions, the Seller shall have no liability for any such 
defect or failure, and the Buyer shall be bound to pay the price of the 
Goods as if they had been delivered in accordance with the Contract.

Where any valid claim with respect to any defect in the quality or 
condition of the Goods, or their failure to meet specifications, is notified 
to the Company, the Company will, in accordance with these Conditions, 
will be entitled to replace the Goods (or the part under query) free of 
charge; or at the Company’s sole discretion, refund the Buyer with the price 
of the Goods (or a proportionate part of the price). 
However, the Company will have no further liability to the Buyer.



Pricing

Single Tile   

£11 per Tile

Trade Account

We are not VAT registered, however we provide trade accounts for orders 
where a 10% discount is applied. 

These orders (including a 10% discount)  
are calculated at:

  £ 990 per square metre
(121 tiles per square metre) 

How tiles are assigned

Tile sets provide equal amounts of each pattern to ensure variety. For a 
custom design please send us your specific requirements via email.

9x9cm
(0ver 50 tiles)

  £ 500 per square metre 
(55 tiles per square metre) 

13.5x13.5cm
(Over 100 tiles)

£9 per Tile9x9cm

13.5x13.5cm



Deliveries & Returns

Mainland UK Cost
1-5 samples  £ 2.00 per tile
6-10 tiles  £ 12.00
11-20 tiles  £20.00
21-100 tiles  £ 66.00
101-150 tiles  £ 100.00
150+ tiles  Contact us for large orders

International delivery

We ship internationally, however, 
postage will vary from country 
to country dependant on the 
quantity. You will be liable for 
the payment of any import 
duties and taxes incurred as well 
as providing the information 
needed to clear your goods 
through your country’s customs. 
Please contact us in advance in 
our contact section to arrange 
postage.

Returns

Due to the nature of our business, all tiles 
are custom made to order and therefore we 
do not accept returns or exchanges. 

Damages

Upon delivery please inspect your tiles and 
contact us within 48 hours. If you notice 
any damage or discrepancies contact us 
with documentation of the issue so that we 
can arrange a replacement delivery.

Collection

You can arrange for collection from our 
home studio in London. To arrange this 
please contact us in advance.

Please ensure that you collect goods in a 
suitable vehicle. The tiles will need 
inspecting before transportation and 
please be aware that you transport the 
goods at your own risk.

As our tiles are made to order, production can take anywhere from 4-6 weeks. 
We will be in contact throughout your order process to inform you of where 
your tiles are in their journey.



hello@212dimensions.co.uk

www.212dimensions.co.uk


